2005 Index to Advertisers (Mar)
2006 Advertising/Marketing Opportunities (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
2006 AICP Membership Drive (Mar)
2006 Scholarship Application Deadline Approaching (Mar)
AB Announces New Minor Injury Amount (Dec)
AB Auto Insurance Rate Board Annual Report (Jun)
AB Auto Insurance Rate Board Releases Actuarial Report for 2006 Rate Adjustment (Jun)
AB Auto Rate Hearings (Jun)
AB Automobile Insurance Rating Board Orders Reduction (Sep)
AB Finance Announces Employment Pension Plans Act Changes (Sep)
AB Revises Automobile Insurance Regulations (Dec)
AICP Adopts Revised Anti-Trust Statement (Mar)
AICP Awards Scholarships (Sep)
AICP Member in the News: Arthur Bowden (Sep)
AICP Member in the News: Brady Smith (Sep)
AICP Member in the News: Charlie Lynch (Sep)
AICP Member in the News: Deborah E. Rainey (Dec)
AICP Member in the News: Diane Higdon (Dec)
AICP Member in the News: Don Coughennower (Jun)
AICP Member in the News: Doris Jackson (Jun)
AICP Member in the News: Julie Levine (Dec)
AICP Member in the News: Kim Marie Kennedy (Dec)
AICP Member in the News: Laine Lester (Mar)
AICP Member in the News: Michael J. Hollar (Jun)
AICP Member in the News: Nicole Musgrave-Burdette (Jun)
AICP Member in the News: Pam Sampey (Mar)
AICP Member in the News: Ranell Tinsley (Sep)
AICP Member in the News: Shirley Grossman (Dec)
AICP Member in the News: Susan Coulier (Jun)
AICP Officers & Directors (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
AICP Welcomes Its Newest Members (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
AK Bulletin Addresses Terrorism Risk Insurance Act Extension (Jun)
AK Changes to Surplus Lines Regulations (Jun)
AK Consumer Credit Insurance Report Due (Jun)
AK Distributes Annual Health Insurance Survey (Mar)
AK Issues Summary Document and Disclaimer Concerning Coverage, Limitations, and Exclusions Under the Alaska life and health Insurance Guaranty Association Act (Dec)
AK Lists Eligible Surplus Lines Insurers in the State of Alaska (Dec)
AK Replaces Surplus Lines Bulletin (Sep)
AK Requires WC Rate Corrections and Refunds (Sep)
AK Stops Continuation of Registration Notices for Purchasing Groups (Mar)
AK Summary of Insurance Law Changes (Sep)
AK Surplus Lines Policyholder Notice (Jun)
AL 2006 Legislative Agenda Includes Licensing Reform (Mar)
AL Adopts Captive Insurer Regulations (Dec)
AL Creates Uninsured Motorists Compliance Joint Interim Legislative Committee (Jun)
AL Enacts Captive Insurers Act (Jun)
AL Enacts Structured Settlement Protection Act (Sep)
AL Puts Further Limits on Rate Increases to Personal Auto (Sep)
AL Revises Automobile Insurance Regulations (Dec)
AL Releases Bulletin Regarding Mediation Procedures for Claims Arising from Catastrophes (Sep)
AL Requires Open Claims Reports for Hurricanes Katrina & Ivan (Dec)
AL Requires Renewal Notice for Restriction of Property Insurance (Jun)
Anti Money Laundering Rules: Hands On Challengers for Life Insurers (Jun)
AR 2006 Emergency Rule 50 – Producers’ Continuing Education (Sep)
AR AML Requirements (Jun)
AR Issues Several New and Revised Rules (Jun)
AR Legislation Addresses Protection of Personal Information (Mar)
AR Proposed Legislation (Sep)
Attention AICP Shoppers! (Mar)
AZ 2006 Insurance Laws (Sep)
AZ Classes Prohibited Billing Practices “Unprofessional Conduct” (Jun)
AZ Enacts Prescription Medication Donation Program (Jun)
AZ Enacts Protection in Insurance Annuity Transactions Statute (Jun)
AZ Health Care Provider Timely Payment and Grievance Law (Mar)
AZ Implementation of HCSO Network Adequacy Rules (Dec)
AZ Mandates Eosinophilic Gastrointestinal Disease Coverage (Jun)
AZ Private Passenger Auto Insurance Grace Period Provisions (Sep)
AZ Procedures for TRIA Extension (Mar)
AZ Raises Private Passenger Auto Misquote Threshold (Dec)
AZ Reduces Participation Requirement for Credit Union Group Life Programs (Jun)
AZ Requires Notice for Compromised Personal Information (Jun)
AZ Revises Auto Property Damage Nonrenewal Threshold (Mar)
BC Approves Increase in Basic Insurance Rates (Mar)
BC Auto Rate Review Nearing Conclusion (Jun)
BC Changes to Adjuster Licensing (Sep)
BC Disclosure of Identity Requirement (Sep)
BC Employee Benefit Plans (Mar)
BC Requirements for Life Insurance Policy Cancellation (Sep)
CA Proposed Individual Disability Loss Ratio Regulations (Sep)
CA Requires Notice for Compromised Personal Information (Jun)
CCIR Releases Discussion Paper on Privilege and Whistle-Blower Protection (Mar)
Chapter Officers (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
CMS Prescription Plan Statistics (Jun)
Co Bulletin Addresses Non-Network Requirements (Jun)
CO FAQs on Dependent Health Care (Mar)
CO Hearings Set (Sep)
CO Publishes Architect Malpractice Reporting Form (Sep)
Committee Corner: A Great Big THANK YOU To The Nominating Committee!!! (Sep)
Committee Corner: Chapter Relations (Mar)
Committee Corner: Conference Planning (Mar)
Committee Corner: Education Committee (Jun)
Committee Corner: Publications Committee (Jun)
Committee Corner: Thank You Marketing Steering Committee! (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You Publications Committee! (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You to the Extracurricular Activity Committee (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You to the Finance Committee (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You, Membership Committee! (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You, Public Relations Committee! (Sep)
Committee Corner: Thank You, Website Committee! (Sep)
Committee Corner: The 2006-2007 Finance Committee is ready to go! (Dec)
Committee Corner: What do you think of when you hear “Public Relations”? (Dec)
Compliance Challenges for the Next Generation (Jun)
Compliance Challenges For The Next Generation: Orlando 2006 (Sep)
Conservatives Form Minority Government (Mar)
CT Clarification Regarding Adjusters Handling Subrogation Claims (Mar)
CT Insurance Rates for Voluntary Market Personal Risk Policies – Flex Rating (Sep)
CT Registration of Insurance Holding Company Members (Jun)
CT Revises Automobile and Accident and Health Company Ratings (Dec)
DC Addresses Accelerated Benefit Requirements (Dec)
DC Medicare Supplement Insurance Minimum Standards (Sep)
DC Requirements for TaxiCab Coverage (Mar)
DC Requires Disclosure for Supplemental Health Plans in DC (Dec)
DC Requires Disclosure Statement for Limited Maternity Benefits (Jun)
DC White Collar Insurance Fraud Amendment Act of 2006 (Sep)
DE Long Term Care Insurers Must Offer Minimum Inflation Protection (Dec)
DE Notice of Cancellation of Homeowner’s and Commercial Property Insurance (Dec)
DE Pharmacy Access Act (Dec)
DE Revises Annuity Suitability Requirements (Mar)
DE Routine Testing for Newborn Infants (Sep)
DE Senior Protection in Annuity Transactions (Sep)
DE Supplemental Coverage for Children of Insureds (Sep)
DE To Post Filing Requirements Only On Website (Sep)
E-Mail Guidelines Approved (Sep)
Federal Agencies Announce Semiannual Regulatory Agendas (Dec)
FEMA Releases Advisory Flood Elevations (Jun)
FEMA Update: Flood Insurance Training Requirements (Sep)
FL Abolishes Joint and Several Liability (Jun)
FL Agents, Adjusters and Other Insurance Representatives (Dec)
FL Case Law Developments (Decisions Are Not Final Until Time for Rehearing Has Expired) (Mar, Jun)
FL Department of State Opens New Rule Website (Dec)
FL Enacts Property Insurance Changes (Jun)
FL Enhanced Anti-Fraud Plans (Dec)
FL Filing Procedures for P&C Rates, Rules, Underwriting Guidelines and Forms (Dec)
FL Implementation of Credit Score Rule (Dec)
FL Legislative Developments (Mar)
FL Legislative Summary (Sep)
FL Life, Health & Managed Care Developments (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
FL Other Developments (Mar, Jun)
FL Property & Casualty Developments (Sep)
FL Property Insurance Developments (Dec)
FL Recent Judicial Decisions (Not Final Until Time for Rehearing Has Expired) (Sep, Dec)
FL Residential Property Insurance Developments (Mar, Jun)
FL Specialty Insurer Developments (Sep)
FL Workers’ Compensation Developments (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
FTC Hosts ‘Tech-ade’ Consumer Protection Hearings (Sep)
GA Adopts Regulation Preventing Contractual Limitation of Less Than 4 Years to Bring Suit or Action (Jun)
GA Adopts Regulations Relating to Contractual Limitation Period on Lawsuits (Dec)
GA Court of Appeals Rules That Umbrella Policies are Subject to Uninsured Motorist Requirements (Dec)
GA Increases Financial Responsibility Limits for Driving Schools (Sep)
GA Life Insurers May Not Discriminate Based Upon Travel Plans (Jun)
GA Limits Use and Disclosure of Social Security Numbers (Sep)
GA Makes Changes to Uninsured Motorist Statute (Sep)
GA Orders Life & Health Insurers to Comply with OCGA 33-29-9(b) (Dec)
GA Reports Decline in Uninsured Motorists (Mar)
GA Revises P&C Filing Requirements (Mar)
GA Sets a Time Frame for Claims Against the Subsequent Injury Trust Fund (Sep)
Guidelines for National Office (Jun)
Halftime In The First Decade Of The New Millennium: What’s The Score? (Dec)
Hawaii Update (Jun)
Heartland Chapter Awards Scholarship (Sep)
Heartland Chapter Education Day (Jun)
HHS Announces Certified Electronic Health Record Products (Sep)
HHS New Regulations to Facilitate Adoption of Health Information Technology (Sep)
HI Private Passenger Auto: Premium Discounts for Graduates of Driver Safety Programs (Dec)
How To Manage Change Without Going Crazy (Dec)
IA Definitions of Biologically Based Mental Illness (Mar)
IA Electronic Delivery of Accident and Health Group Insurance Certificates (Jun)
IA Enacts Omnibus Legislation (Sep)
IA Healthy and Well Kids in Iowa (HAWK-I) Program; Health Insurance Data Match Program (Jun)
IA Insurance Division Adopts Updated Standards for Individual Accident and Health Plans (Dec)
IA Uniform Application Form (Sep)
IA Use of Model Coordination of Benefits Contract Provision (Jun)
IA, MO, NE, SD Issue Flood Insurance Training Bulletins (Dec)
ID 2006 Legislative Update (Jun)
ID Adopts Omnibus Legislation (Sep)
IA Uniform Application Form (Sep)
IA Use of Model Coordination of Benefits Contract Provision (Jun)
IA, MO, NE, SD Issue Flood Insurance Training Bulletins (Dec)
IL Speech Therapy Sessions (Sep)
IL Viatical Settlement Provider Reporting Requirements (Jun)
IN Changes Commercial Filing Requirements (Jun)
IN Changes Crash Report Filing Procedures (Mar)
IN Enacts WC Changes (Jun)
IN Group Coordination of Benefits (Dec)
IN Medicare Supplement Insurance Minimum Standards (Dec)
IN Revises Salvage Title Requirements (Sep)
Index to AICP Journal, 2005, Volume 20 (Mar)
Insurers To Have Several Choices For Product Approvals (Jun)
Interstate Compact Commission Prepares for Start-Up (Sep)
KS Commissioner Praeger Elected Vice President of NAIC (Mar)
KS Enacts Fraud Measures (Jun)
KS Insurance Department Life Insurance and Annuities Suitability Regulations (Mar)
KS Rescinds Third Party Notice Requirement (Sep)
KS Revised Accident and Sickness Insurance Standards for Benefits (Jun)
KS Revises Definitions of Service Contract (Jun)
KS Revises Definitions of Service Contract (Sep)
KS: DOI Issues Insurer Requirements for Fraud Detection (Sep)
KY Advanced Nurse Practitioners Writing Prescriptions (Sep)
KY Advisory Opinion on Electronic Signatures (Dec)
KY Advisory Opinion on Guaranteed Issue and Preexisting under Individual Health Insurance Policies (Dec)
KY Allowing Factors in Premium Rate Filings (Mar)
KY Co-Payments for Chiropractors, Optometrists, Osteopaths or Podiatrists (Sep)
KY Enter Interstate Compact (Sep)
KY Executive Director of Insurance Appointed (Sep)
KY Governor Signs Bill to Change Payment Rates for Optometrists (Jun)
KY Health Benefit Plan Exclusionary Rider Requirements (Jun)
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KY Joins Interstate Insurance Product Regulation Compact (Jun)
KY Newborn Coverage Advisory Opinion 2005-07 (Mar)
KY PIP Reform Bill Pre-filed (Sep)
KY Prompt Payment Requirements for Dental-Only Benefits (Jun)
KY Proposed ICARE Regulations (Dec)
KY Provider Mandate for Optometrists (Sep)
KY Replacement of Life Insurance and Annuity contracts (Mar)
KY Small Business Subsidies for ICARE (Sep)
KY Supreme Court Reverses Court of Appeals on UM/UIM Case (Mar)
KY Uniform Evaluation and Reevaluation of Providers (Jun)
LA Cancellation or Non-Renewal of Property Insurance (Dec)
LA Directive 191 Amended (Dec)
LA Electronic Records Retention (Sep)
LA Insurance Rating Commission Provides Live Broadcasts (Mar)
LA Mandatory Extension of Prescriptive Period (Sep)
La Update (Jun)
Lennon Award Nominations (Jun)
MA Announces 8.7% Auto Insurance Rate Cut for 2006 (Mar)
MA Cites Fungus/Mold, Wet and Dry Rot Coverage Requirements (Dec)
MA DOI holds Property and Casualty Forum (Jun)
MA Excess and Umbrella Endorsements (Jun)
MA Flood Insurance Sales Training Requirements (Sep)
MA Highlight Consumer Protection in Annuity Transactions (Dec)
MA Waives Five Year Managed Care Statute (Sep)
MB Decreases Auto Insurance Rates (Dec)
MD Adopts Changes to Mandated Health Plan (Mar)
MD Adopts Changes to Small Group Standardized Health Plan (Jun)
MD Adopts File and Use Procedure for Life & Health (Sep)
MD Adopts New Morbid Obesity Requirements (Sep)
MD Adopts New Reinsurance Regulation (Sep)
MD Bulletin Addresses Medicare Part D Marketing Practices (Mar)
MD Bulletin Clarifies Mailing Requirements for Cancellation Notice (Mar)
MD Carriers Must Provide Risk Pool Notice to Certain Applicants (Dec)
MD Credit Insurance Reporting Requirements (Dec)
MD Eligibility for Individual Health (Dec)
MD Enacts Changes to Notice and Cancellation Requirements (Dec)
MD Enacts New Requirements for Lending to Insurers (Sep)
MD Legislative Summary (Sep)
MD Regulation Addresses Funding Agreements (Sep)
MD Repeals Stop Loss Regulations (Mar)
MD Requires Annual Statement for Homeowners Insurance Policyholders (Dec)
MD Revises Insurable Interest Requirements (Sep)
MD Revises Provider Contract Requirements (Sep)
MD Revises Standard for Large-Risk Commercial Policyholder Exemption (Dec)
ME Bureau of Insurance: No Increase in WC Loss Costs (Dec)
ME Law Changes Health Insurance Coverage Requirements for Dependents (Sep)
ME Reduces NCCI's Request for Workers' Compensation Rate Increase (Mar)
ME Timing Requirements and Filing Fees for Health Insurance Rate Filings (Jun)
MI Discount and Surcharge Disclosures in Group Rate Filings (Jun)
MI Imposes Operational Rules on Domestic Insurer Boards of Directors (Sep)
MI Introduction of Prohibition of Discretionary Clauses (Jun)
MI Proposed Regulation R500-2201 – Discretionary Clauses (Sep)
MI Restricts Limits on Uninsured Motorist Claims (Mar)
MI Revises Producer Continuing Education Requirements (Jun)
MI Rule Bans Nonconforming Clauses (Jun)
MI Stresses Appraisal in Loss Disputes (Dec)
MI Tightens Rules on Group Ratings (Jun)
MI Wellness Bills (Dec)
MI, ND Issue Bulletins in Wake of Terrorism Risk Insurance Extension Act (Mar)
MN Adopts NAIC Life, Accident and Health, Annuity, Credit Transmittal Document Form (L&H TD-1) (Mar)
MN Enacts Security Freeze Legislation (Sep)
MN Interstate Compact Passes (Sep)
MN Long Term Care Partnerships (Sep)
MN Repeals Fire Insurance Tax; Enacts Surcharge (Dec)
MN Revises Notice Time for Cancellation of WC Coverage (Jun)
MO Access to Providers for Treatment of Mental Health Conditions (Jun)
MO Consolidates Agencies under the Department of Insurance, Financial Institutions and Professional Registration (Jun)
MO Coverage of Cancer Clinical Trials, Lowering Deductibles for Non-Smokers, and Providing Single Co-Pays for Individual Dosages (Sep)
MO Department of Insurance Adopts HMO Access Plans Rules (Mar)
MO Early Intervention Part C Coverage (Sep)
MO Emergency Rule on Early Intervention Part C Coverage (Mar)
MO Enacts Consumer Privacy Regulation (Mar)
MO Minimum Time Allowed for a Consumer to File a Grievance (Mar)
MO Reduces WC Second Injury Fund Surcharge (Mar)
MS Adopts Emergency Regulation for Medi-ation of Katrina Claims (Mar)
MS Allows Exclusion of Punitive Damages for Automobile (Dec)
MS E-Newsletter Releases Special Hurricane Katrina Edition (Mar)
MS Enforces 3 Year Statute of Limitations (Sep)
MS Requires Notice of Cancellation to Loss Payees (Jun)
MS Requires Notice of Flood and Earthquake Exclusions (Sep)
MS Requires WC Coverage for Owner/Operators (Jun)
MS Restricts Rate Increases for Insureds on Active Military Duty (Jun)
MT Advisory Memorandum Addresses Contraceptive Coverage (Jun)
MT Health Insurers Limited for Reimbursements, Offsets and Audits (Mar)
NASD Offers Online Introduction to Regulations in the U.S. Securities Industry (Jun)
NB Auto Insurance Rates to Decrease (Dec)
NC Automobile Insurers Must Notify DMV of Action on Policy (Dec)
NC Changes Additional Gross Premium Taxes on Fire & Lightning Coverage (Dec)
NC Clarifies Status of Driver as Employee or Independent Contractor (Sep)
NC Prohibits Altering Certificates of Insurance (Dec)
NC SB615 Corrections and Clarifications of Note to Insurers (Dec)
NC Setstle 2006 Private Passenger Auto Rate Filing (Jun)
NC Workers Comp Rate Increase Lower Than Requested (Mar)
ND Announces Change in Crop Hail for 2006 (Mar)
ND Deadline for Filing Disclosure Regarding Benefits Received from a Pharmacy Benefits Manager (Jun)
ND Department of Insurance Issues Bulletin on Medicare Part D Marketing Practices (Mar)
ND Directive on Market Conduct Standards for Life Insurance Companies (Mar)
ND Life Insurance Advertising Rules (Mar)
NE Department of Insurance Issues Marketing for Medicare Part D Notice (Mar)
NE DOI States Position on Payment of Special Costs (Sep)
NE Follow-up Notice Regarding Marketing Activity for Medicare Part D (Mar)
NE Health Insurance Mandates Apply to Certificates Issued in Other States (Jun)
NE Passes Data Security Breach Act (Jun)
NE Supreme Court Disallows Deduction for Depreciation (Mar)
New Jersey Rate Filings to Division of Rate Counsel (Dec)
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NH Clarifies Rate Filing Rules for Medicare Supplemental Insurance Policies (Dec)
NH Group Health Insurance (Sep)
NH Helps Launch National Insurance Education Program (Jun)
NH Reminds Insurers of Annual Complaint Reporting Requirement (Mar)
NJ Amends Mandated Individual Health Plan (Mar)
NJ Bulletin Addresses Coordination of PIP with other Health Coverage (Mar)
NJ Bulletin Details Reporting Requirements for Certain Managed Care Organizations (Mar)
NJ Dependent Coverage – Notice to Insureds (Sep)
NJ Enacts New Telemarketing Restrictions (Mar)
NJ Fixed Indemnity Products Subject to Medical Mandates (Mar)
NJ Health Insurers Must Offer Dependent Coverage to Age 30 (Jun)
NJ Health Insurers Must Offer Dependent Coverage to Age 30 (Mar)
NJ Interim Guidance on Equity Indexed Annuities (Sep)
NJ Medicare Part D Marketing (Jun)
NJ Nonforfeiture and Reserve Valuation Rates for 2007 Available (Dec)
NJ Program to Cover Low-Speed Vehicles (Jun)
NJ Provider Contract Requirements (Mar)
NJ Provides Interim Guidance for Health Claims Procedures (Sep)
NJ Terrorism Risk Insurance Act Filings (Mar)
NL Details Requirements for Auto Rate Changes (Mar)
NL Public Utilities Board Approves Category 2 Filings (Jun)
NL Reminder of Auto Rate Filing Requirements (Jun)
NL Revises Auto Rate Change Instructions (Dec)
NM Processing Agent Appointments through NIPR (Jun)
NM Proposes Changes to Property, Casualty, Title and Vehicle Insurance Filing Requirements (Dec)
NM Revises Property-Casualty Filing Rules (Mar)
NM Warns on Medicare Part D Licensing and Sales Practices (Mar)
Nominating Committee Updates Qualification Guidelines (Mar)
Northwest Region Legislative Calendars (Mar)
NV Revises Auto Rate Change Instructions (Dec)
NV Bulletin Details TRIA Expansion Requirements (Mar)
NV Long Term Care Partnership Policies (Dec)
NV Requires Financial Security for Viatical Settlement Providers & Brokers (Dec)
NV Revises Filing Procedures (Dec)
NY Accident and Health Policies, Life Policies and Contracts – Discretionary Clauses (Sep)
NY Amends Cancellation and Nonrenewal Requirements for Homeowners Policies (Dec)
NY Claims Handling and Cancellation/Non-Renewal of Policies Impacted by Floods (Sep)
NY Expands Definition of Service Contract (Dec)
NY No Longer Requires Motor Vehicle Law Enforcement Fee to Trailer Sales (Mar)
NY Prohibits Discretionary Clauses in Health Insurance Policies and Contacts including Disability Income Insurance (Jun)
NY Requests for Motor Vehicle Policy Accident Reports (Sep)
NY Required Escrow Deposits (Mar)
NY Service Fee Agreements (Jun)
NY Updates Accident Prevention Course Discount Information (Dec)
OH Adopts Interstate Compact (Sep)
OH Expands WC Fraud Definition (Jun)
OH Group Life Policies and Trust Arrangements (Dec)
OH Publishes Newsletter (Mar)
OH Rescission of Various Bulletins (Jun)
OH Updates P&C Risk Based Capital Reporting Instructions (Mar)
OK Bulletins Issued (Jun)
OK Climate and Loss Mitigation Conference 2006 (Sep)
OK Insurance Omnibus Bill Signed Into Law (Dec)
OK Summary of Legislative Enactments (Sep)
Oklahoma Issued Bulletin No. PC 2005-08 TRIA Extension (Mar)
ON Announces Adjusted Guidelines (Sep)
ON Automobile Insurance Changes (Mar)
ON Postal Code Changes Require Auto Rate Refiling (Mar)
ON Revises Auto Insurance Claim Forms (Mar)
OR Announces Expedited Filing Procedures for TRIA Extension (Mar)
OR Filing Instructions for 2001 CSO Life Mortality Tables (Sep)
OR Fines Insurer for Filing Misrepresentation (Sep)
OR Initiative Would Prohibit Credit Scoring (Sep)
OR Insurance Bulletin E-mails Messages; Voters Reject Credit-Score Ban; Division Proposes 2007 Concepts (Dec)
OR Prohibition on Health Status Underwriting for Small Groups (Sep)
OR Receives Payment for Premium Taxes Owed on Complimentary Coverage (Mar)
OSFI Announces Changes to Financial Returns (Sep)
OSFI Announces Coming into force of Revised ICA Schedule (Classes of Insurance) (Sep)
OSFI Maintains Actuarial Reporting Deadline for Defined Benefit Plans (Jun)
OSFI Makes Insurer Data Available Online (Sep)
OSFI Superintendent Resigns (Sep)
PA Amends Credit Life & Health Rules (Sep)
PA Amends Reserve Standards for Accident and Health (Sep)
PA Announces No Contribution for Workers Comp Fund in 2006 (Jun)
PA Changes Life Insurance Valuation Fee (Sep)
PA Has New Life Insurance Requirements for National Guard Members (Sep)
PA Joins Interstate Compact (Mar)
PA Privacy Legislation (Sep)
PA Privacy of Personal Information (Mar)
PA Reminder to File Financial Statements (Mar)
PA Right to Know Law Procedures (Jun)
PR Carta Normativa Addresses Countersignature Decision (Sep)
PR Carta Normativa Addresses Insurance on Apartments and Condominiums (Sep)
PR Insurers Subject to AML Requirements (Mar)
PR Publishes Reporting Calendar (Mar)
PR Website Inaccessible (Dec)
President’s Message (Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec)
QC Issues Guidance on Actuarial Specialists for Audit Teams (Sep)
RI Coastal Properties (Sep)
RI Lists Insurers Required to Submit Auto Body Rate Survey (Dec)
RI Producer Compensation Disclosure (Jun)
RI Requires Errors and Omissions Insurance for Resident Producers (Sep)
RI Workers Compensation Insurance Coverage Certification (Mar)
Sarbanes-Oxley for the Rest of Us: A Look at the NAIC Annual Financial Reporting Model (Sep)
SC Amends Cancellation Provisions for Motor Vehicle Insurance Within the First 60 Days (Sep)
SC Amends Mediation in Medical Malpractice Actions (Sep)
SC Bulletin Clarifies Auto Glass Repair (Mar)
SC Clarifies Position on Service and Administrative Fees (Dec)
SC Enacts the Successor Asbestos-Related Liability Fairness Act (Sep)
SC Gives Direction on What Constitutes a Meaningful Offer of Uninsured Motorist Coverage (Jun)
SC Increases Minimum Automobile Insurance Limits (Sep)
SC Auditor Revises 2006-2007 Rate Filings (Dec)
SC Bulletin Details Reporting Requirements for Certain Managed Care Organizations (Mar)
SC Supreme Court Rules on Meaningful Offer of Uninsured Motorist Coverage (Mar)
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SD 2006 Bill Enactments (Jun)
SD Amendments to Multiple Rules (Mar)
SD Certificate of Insurance (Jun)
SD Coordination of Benefits Provision (Sep)
SD Countersignature Law Found Unconstitutional (Mar)
SD Rebates/Fees/Commissions (Sep)
SD Reiterates Continuation Requirements (Sep)
SEC Brief Supports PCAOB (Sep)
Spring Training 2006: Are You Ready For “The Show”? (Mar)
The AICP Wants You!!! (Jun)
The Cost of Regulatory Compliance (Jun)
TN Allows Civil Penalty on Workers Compensation Insurers (Sep)
TN Allows Mandatory Arbitration Provisions (Jun)
TN Enacts Anti-Phishing Act of 2006 (Sep)
TN Enacts Several WC Medical Cost Containment Regulations (Sep)
TN Enacts the Tennessee County Mutual Insurance Company Act of 2006 (Dec)
TN Explores Ways to Provide Health Insurance to the Uninsured (Mar)
TN Offer of Sinkhole Coverage Required for Homeowners (Dec)
TX Advertising Workgroup (Sep)
TX Amendment of HMO Regulations, Chapter 11, (31 TexReg 6465) (Dec)
TX Considers Program Requirements for Personal Auto Insurance (Sep)
TX Examination and Financial Analysis: Subordinated Indebtedness and Other Debt Liabilities (Dec)
TX Publishes User Manual for Financial Responsibility Verification Program (Dec)
TX Update (Jun)
TX Update (Sep)
TX Voluntary Networks or Information Networks (Mar)
TX: 2006 Compliance Conferences (Sep)
TX: WC Carriers Impacted by CMS Medicare Conversion Factor (Mar)
UT Bulletin Addresses Insurable Interest and Life Insurance (Sep)
UT Clarifies Creditable Coverage Issue (Jun)
UT Department Changes (Jun)
UT Issues Avian Flu Pandemic Bulletin (Jun)
UT Legislative Update (Mar)
UT Proposed Rules (Sep)
VA Bureau Will Use Producers’ NPN Rather Than SSN (Sep)
VA Crop Insurance Exempt from Rate and Form Filing Requirements (Dec)
VA Long Term Care Tax Credit (Sep)
VA Medicare Part D Marketing Practices (Mar)
VA Notice of Premium Increase for Certain Commercial Lines (Sep)
VA Provider Panel Requirements (Sep)
VA Provides Clarification on Burial Insurance Restrictions (Sep)
VA Provides Guidance on Utilization Review Notifications (Dec)
VA Required Rate Filings for Credit Insurance (Dec)
VA Revised Filing Requirement for Certain Filings (Sep)
VA Revises Standard “Garage Coverage” Form (Dec)
VA Revisions to Auto Insurance Requirements (Sep)
VA Small Employer Health Insurance (Sep)
VA Summarizes 2006 Insurance Legislation (Jun)
VA Terrorism Risk Filings (Jun)
VT Accepting SERFF Filings (Sep)
VT Cites Coverage Requirements for Off-Label Use of Cancer Drugs (Dec)
VT Marketing Medicare Part D and Medicare Advantage Plans (Jun)
WA Adopts R2006-06 Regulatory Improvement for Foreign and Alien Insurers (Dec)
WA Consent and Order with Apple Computer (Jun)
WA Decision Bans ADR Clauses in Provider Contracts (Sep)
WA Enacts Medical Malpractice Changes (Mar)
WA Establishes Web Page for Motor Vehicle Service Contracts (Dec)
WA Expectations for Disaster Preparedness (Sep)
WA Issues R2006-01, Implementation of Underwriting Laws in 2 SHB 2292, Health Care Liability Reform (Medical Malpractice) (Dec)
WA Proposes and Adopts Rules Web Page (Dec)
WA Reviews P&C Brokers’ Compensation Disclosure Requirements (Sep)
WI Amends Time Period for Service of a Responsive Pleading (Sep)
WI Breach of Security/Privacy (Sep)
WI Cancer Clinical Trial Mandate (Sep)
WI Cancer Patient Protection Act (Jun)
WI Disclosure of Creditable Coverage Status (Dec)
WI Enacts Security Breach Legislation (Jun)
WI Increases Limit for Noneconomic Damages in Malpractice Actions (Jun)
WI Medical Malpractice Reform (Sep)
WI New Lookup Feature Available for Policy Form and Rate/Rule Filings (Dec)
WI Revised Requirements for Insurers Offering Defined Network Plans, Preferred Provider Plans and Limited Service Health Organization Plans (Mar)
WI Revised Requirements for Small Employer Uniform Employee Application for Group Health Insurance (Mar)
WI Small Employer Uniform Employee Application for Group Health Insurance (Jun)
WI Supreme Court Affirms UIM Notice Decision (Jun)
Winning Chapters Select Membership Incentive Prizes (Mar)
Wisconsin – Health Benefits Purchasing Cooperatives (Sep)
WV Establishes Rates for Pre- and Post-Judgment Interest (Jun)
WV Group Health Insurance Revisions (Jun)
WV Group Life Insurance Revisions (Jun)
WV Group Limited Health Benefits Plans (Dec)
WV Group Limited Benefit Medical Plan (Jun)
WV Mandated Benefits: Mammograms, Pap Smears and HPV Testing (Jun)
WV Rules of Practice and Procedure for Administrative Proceedings Brought By Third Party Claimants (Jun)
WV Summary of 2006 Legislation (Jun)
WY Adopts 2001 CSO Mortality Tables (Mar)
WY Rules Changes (Jun)